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Abstract
Background: Application of dermal substitutes has been reported to improve the 
outcome of burns. However, the long-term effectiveness of dermal substitutes has 
not been investigated objectively. The aim of this study was to evaluate long-term 
effectiveness of a collagen-elastin dermal substitute in acute and reconstructive burn 
surgery.

Methods: From 1996 to 1998, an intraindividual comparison was carried out between 
a dermal substitute with a split-skin graft and a split-skin graft alone in patients with 
acute and reconstructive wounds. In this follow-up, scar elasticity, vascularization, 
pigmentation, and surface roughness were determined objectively. In addition, a 
subjective scar assessment was performed.

Results: In 46 patients, 69 pairs of substituted and conventionally treated sites 
were measured, consisting of acute and reconstructive burn scars. In reconstructive 
scars, one surface roughness parameter was significantly better in substituted 
scars. Subjective assessment in acute and reconstructive burn scars showed several 
statistically significant differences in favor of substituted scars, such as pliability, 
relief, and the general observer score. Elasticity measurements showed higher scores 
for substituted scars, although the difference was not statistically significant. For the 
subcategory of scars treated with a largely expanded meshed skin graft, a significantly 
higher elasticity was found for the substituted area.

Conclusion: In this first long-term and objective follow-up of dermal substitution, the 
authors found improved scar parameters in both acute and reconstructive wounds 
treated with the substitute, indicating a long-lasting effect on scar quality.
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Introduction
In recent years, the aim of wound healing has been rapid wound closure; also, the 
functional and cosmetic outcome of scars has become increasingly important. To 
improve scar outcome, several dermal substitutes have been developed. The use 
of dermal substitutes in acute and reconstructive wounds is thought to lead to 
better scar function (e.g., elasticity and mechanical stability) and scar appearance. 
This could be attributable to the fact that a dermal substitute serves as a support 
structure for the ingrowth of vessels and autologous fibroblasts1-4. In recent years, 
multiple studies have shown good results with the use of dermal substitution in acute 
and reconstructive wounds4-12. However, there is a paucity of studies with objective 
evaluation and long-term follow-up. Consequently, little information is available on 
long-term effectiveness of dermal substitutes. This is important to assess functional 
and cosmetic scar outcome; also, the need for reconstructive surgery and quality of 
life can be established.

Previously, our group reported the results of this trial and stated several important 
conclusions. First, the successful application of a dermal substitute in a one-stage 
procedure was shown, which implies that only one operation is needed and the 
risk of infection is reduced13. Second, a statistically significant increase of elasticity 
was seen in reconstructive wounds treated with the substitute, compared with 
wounds treated with a split-skin graft alone, at 3 months postoperatively13. Twelve 
months postoperatively, the absolute difference in elasticity between substituted 
and reference scars was the same (0.04 mm). However, elasticity had improved in 
both scars and thus this difference was not significant. In a separate analysis of acute 
burn scars, elasticity was higher in substituted scars treated with a large expansion 
graft14. Furthermore, in the follow-up 12 months postoperatively, substituted scars 
seemed smoother compared with reference scars, especially in combination with a 
largely expanded graft14. At that time, no tool was available to measure and objectify 
scar surface roughness. In recent years, several additional objective tools have been 
developed, including a tool that measures surface roughness and a tool that quantifies 
pigmentation and vascularization15,16. Also, an improved subjective assessment scale 
was developed (Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale). Therefore, several 
scar aspects can be investigated subjectively and objectively at present. This article 
presents the first subjective and objective results of a 12-year follow-up of dermal 
substitution in acute and reconstructive burn wounds.
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Patients and Methods
Between 1996 and 1997, 62 burn patients were included in a clinical controlled trial 
of the use of a collagen-elastin matrix as a dermal substitute13,14,17. Patients were 
eligible if they were admitted to our hospital and needed surgical treatment for 
acute burn wounds or reconstruction of burn scars. In all patients who gave written 
informed consent, a paired intraindividual comparison was made: one part of the 
wound was treated with the conventional split-skin graft and the other part of the 
wound was treated with the dermal substitute and a split-skin graft. These areas 
were anatomically related areas in which a right/left, superior/inferior, or medial/
lateral comparison was made. Presently, all patients were addressed for follow-up by 
means of a letter with an explanation of the assessment. After confirmation of their 
participation, an appointment was made in the Red Cross Hospital, Beverwijk, The 
Netherlands.

Study	Design
In each patient, the experimental scar (treated with the dermal substitute and a 
split-skin graft) and the reference scar (treated with a split-skin graft alone) were 
located. With the use of a well-documented photographic archive and precise 
wound descriptions, scar sites were found 12 years postoperatively (Figure 1 and 
2). Then, scars were examined by four methods of scar evaluation. The Cutometer, 
the DermaSpectrometer, the Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin, and 
the Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale were used to obtain objective and 
subjective information of scar characteristics and are described separately below.

Scar	Elasticity
The Cutometer Skin Elasticity Meter 575 (Courage & Khazaka GmbH, Cologne, 
Germany) is a reliable and valid instrument for evaluation of skin elasticity18. It 
measures the vertical deformation of skin in millimeters during a controlled vacuum. 
In all patients, the measuring probe was placed in the scar center. The following 
elasticity parameters are provided by the Cutometer: maximal skin extension, 
pliability, elasticity, retraction, and viscoelasticity.

Scar	Erythema	and	Melanin
The DermaSpectrometer (Cortex Technology, Hadsund, Denmark) is a validated 
assessment tool that emits light by means of diodes at two defined wavelengths: 
green light (568 nm) and red light (655 nm)19. Photodetectors measure the light 
reflected by the skin. As green light is absorbed by haemoglobin and red light is 
absorbed by melanin, an erythema and melanin index can be computed, based on 
the intensity of absorbed and reflected light. The 6-mm-diameter probe was placed 
gently in the scar center.
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Figure 1: Clinical application of the dermal substitute for burns

The substitute was applied on the right side of the chest (above, left). Dermal substitute is 
on the reader’s left; control is on the right. Both sides were covered with a meshed split-
skin autograft (1:3) (above, right). Dermal substitute and autograft are on the reader’s left; 
control (autograft only) is on the right. The appearance of the scar of the substituted area 
seemed smoother 10 months postoperatively (below, left)14. Scar appearance 11.6 years 
postoperatively is presented (below, right).

Figure 2: (Left) Close-up of substituted scar. (Right) Close-up of reference scar
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Scar	Surface	Roughness
The Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin (GFMesstechnik GmbH, Berlin, 
Germany) was used for evaluation of surface roughness. This measuring device 
produces a three-dimensional image of the microtopography of the skin20,21. The 
system works with a digital stripe projection technique, which is projected onto the 
skin. Accordingly, a three-dimensional image is achieved by elevation differences on 
the measured area. Calculation of scar surface roughness was carried out within an 
area measuring 39 x 29 mm, using Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin 
software version 5.6. The measuring frame was placed in the scar center. When the 
scar area was smaller than the frame, only the exact study area was selected for 
evaluation. The following surface roughness parameters were used to determine scar 
roughness: the arithmetic mean of the surface roughness (measured in micrometers) 
(Sa), the mean of the five highest peaks and five deepest valleys from the measuring 
field (measured in millimeters) (Sz), and the number of peaks per unit length (peak 
count, or PC). Figures 3 and 4 and Table 1 demonstrate the use of the Phaseshift 
Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin in one of the patients.

Figure 3: Use of the Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin in a study patient

Photograph of the right hand (substituted scar) and the left hand (reference scar).
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Figure 4: Use of the Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin, continued

(Left) Live picture of a hand treated with a split-skin graft alone (reference) obtained by means 
of the Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin. (Right) Live picture of a hand treated 
with substitute and split-skin graft (substitute) obtained by means of the Phaseshift Rapid In 
Vivo Measurement of Skin. 

Table 1: Phaseshift Rapid In Vivo Measurement of Skin: data of study patient shown in Figures 
3 and 4

Roughness parameters Substitute Reference Normal Skin

Sa 29.5 47.5 25.0

Sz 350.0 579.0 288.0

PC 24.5 61.5 9.0

Sa, arithmetic mean of the surface roughness; Sz, mean of the five highest peaks and five 
deepest valleys from the measuring field; PC, peak count (number of peaks) of substituted 
scar, reference scar, and normal skin.

Subjective	Scar	Evaluation
The Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale is a validated scar assessment tool 
that consists of two scales, the patient scale and the observer scale22,23. The patient 
scores the scar characteristics color, pliability, thickness, relief, itching, and pain. The 
observer scale contains the items vascularization, pliability, pigmentation, thickness, 
relief, and surface area. All items are scored numerically by using a 10-step score, 
in which a score of 10 reflects the worst imaginable scar or sensation. The total 
observer score and the total patient score consist of adding the scores of the six 
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items (range, 6 to 60). The lowest total score reflects normal skin. In addition to 
these items, the observer and the patient give a general opinion of the appearance 
of the scar (range 1 to 10, in which a score of 10 corresponds to the worst possible 
scar). In each patient, the observer assessment was performed by three experienced 
researchers.

Materials
Experimental wounds were treated with a split-skin graft and the precursor of the 
dermal substitute, Matriderm (Dr. Otto Suwelack Skin&Health Care AG, Billerbeck, 
Germany). This three-dimensional matrix is a highly porous membrane composed of 
a native bovine type I, III, and V collagen fiber template. The collagen fibers are coated 
with α-elastin hydrolysate derived from the bovine nuchal ligament in a concentration 
of 3 percent weight-to-weight ratio (GfN-Herstellung von Naturextracten GmbH, 
Strassburg, Germany). The substitute was treated with γ-irradiation (approximately 
1000 Gy) and stored at room temperature. In this study, matrices with 1-mm thickness 
were applied in a single-stage grafting procedure.

Table 2: Patient characteristics

Characteristics Value

Acute

No. of patients 26

No. of scar pairs 35

Male sex 15 (58%)

Mean TBSA burned, % 24.3 ± 14.7

Mean full thickness, % 11.8 ± 14.1

Mean age at follow-up, yr 41.3 ± 18.7

Mean length of follow-up, yr 11.8 ± 0.4

Reconstructive

No. of patients 26

No. of scar pairs 34

Male sex 16 (62%)

Mean TBSA burned, % 30.5 ± 17.6

Mean full thickness, % 20.9 ± 15.0

Mean age at follow-up, yr 42.3 ± 18.2

Mean length of follow-up, yr 11.8 ± 2.1

TBSA, total body surface area.
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Statistical	Analysis
Data were analyzed by using SPSS for Windows version 16.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, 
USA). After being tested for normality, a paired t-test was applied. Nonnormally 
distributed data were analyzed by means of the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The 
significance criterion for all tests was set at 0.05. 

Figure 5: Patient flowchart

35 scar pairs 34 scar pairs

26 reconstructive patients

26 acute burn patients 20 reconstructive patients

62 patients

58 patients

46 patients

4 patients deceased

12 patients untraceable

2008

1996 - 1997

6 patients

 
Results
In total, 46 of the initial 62 patients participated in this follow-up, consisting of 
patients with acute and reconstructive burn wounds. Six patients had participated 
in the acute burn group, after which they were included in the reconstructive group, 
with other wound sites. A responsiveness of 79 percent was therefore reached for 
this follow-up (Figure 5). Table 2 demonstrates several patient characteristics of the 
study group.
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Elasticity
In the acute burn group, no differences were seen between substituted and reference 
scars. In the reconstructive scars, all elasticity parameters were higher in substituted 
scars, although the difference was not statistically significant (Table 3). Table 3 also 
shows the improvement of elasticity compared with previous results at 3 and 12 
months postoperatively, which are presented in Table 4.

Table 3: Results of elasticity measurements 12 years postoperatively

Substitute
at 12 

years*

Reference
at 12 

years†

p-value 
(CI 95%)

Improvement compared 
with 12-month results (%)

  Substitute    Reference

Acute, mm  

Extension 0.40 0.40 0.991 (-0.05 – 0.05) 82 82

Pliability 0.26 0.28 0.244 (-0.06 – 0.02) 53 56

Elasticity 0.33 0.31 0.405 (-0.02 – 0.06) 120 94

Retraction 0.22 0.23 0.393 (-0.05 – 0.02) 57 53

Viscoelasticity 0.07 0.09 0.134 (-0.04 – 0.01) 0 50

Reconstructive, mm 

Extension 0.46 0.43 0.368 (-0.04 – 0.10) 15 26

Pliability 0.34 0.32 0.502 (-0.03 – 0.07) - 3 7

Elasticity 0.37 0.34 0.389 (-0.03 – 0.08) 32 42

Retraction 0.30 0.29 0.521 (-0.03 – 0.06) 3 26

Viscoelasticity 0.09 0.08 0.365 (-0.01 – 0.02) -25 -20

CI, confidence interval; * Treated with the dermal substitute and a split-skin graft; † Treated 
with a split-skin graft alone (control treatment). Statistical analysis was performed using the 
t-test.

Erythema	and	Melanin
No statistically significant differences in erythema and melanin were found between 
substituted and reference scars in the acute burn group (data not shown). In 
reconstructive scars, a statistically significant difference was found between melanin 
of substituted and reference scars. Melanin differed more from patient’s normal 
skin in substituted scars compared with reference scars, although the difference was 
small (5 percent) (substitute-to-normal skin ratio, 1.05, reference-to-normal skin 
ratio, 1.00; p < 0.010).
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Table 4: Results of elasticity measurements 3 and 12 months postoperatively*

3 months 12 months

Substitute† Reference‡ p-value Substitute† Reference‡ p-value

Acute, mm  

Extension 0.18 0.18 NS 0.22 0.22 NS

Pliability 0.14 0.14 NS 0.17 0.18 NS

Elasticity 0.13 0.13 NS 0.15 0.16 NS

Retraction 0.12 0.12 NS 0.14 0.15 NS

Viscoelasticity 0.05 0.05 NS 0.07 0.06 NS

Reconstructive, mm

Extension 0.24 0.18 0.002§ 0.40 0.34 NS

Pliability 0.21 0.14 0.001§ 0.35 0.30 NS

Elasticity 0.16 0.12 0.041§ 0.28 0.24 NS

Retraction 0.17 0.13 0.011§ 0.29 0.23 NS

Viscoelasticity 0.08 0.06 0.079§  0.12 0.10 NS

CI, confidence interval; NS, not significant; * Data from van Zuijlen PP, van Trier AJ, Vloemans JF, 
Groenevelt F, Kreis RW, Middelkoop E. Graft survival and effectiveness of dermal substitution 
in burns and reconstructive surgery in a one-stage grafting model. Plast	 Reconstr	 Surg. 
2000;106:615– 623; and van Zuijlen PP, Vloemans JF, van Trier AJ, et al. Dermal substitution in 
acute burns and reconstructive surgery: A subjective and objective long-term follow-up. Plast 
Reconstr	Surg. 2001;108:1938–1946; † Wound sites treated with the dermal substitute and a 
split-skin graft; ‡ Wound sites treated with a split-skin graft alone (control treatment); § p < 
0.05 (t-test).

Table 5: Results of surface roughness measurements 

Substitute* Reference† p-value Normal skin

Acute 

Sa 32.6 36.4 0.061 19.6

Sz 417.6 448.5 0.604 291.8

PC 25.3 34.1 0.083 16.3

Reconstructive

Sa 53.9 58.7 0.275 23.1

Sz 709.7 931.7 0.014 * 303.6

PC 41.2 52.0 0.172 14.0

CI, confidence interval; Sa, arithmetic mean of the surface roughness (mm); Sz, mean of five 
highest peaks and five deepest valleys from the measuring field (mm); PC, peak count, number 
of peaks; * Treated with the dermal substitute and a split-skin graft; † Treated with a split-skin 
graft alone (control treatment);  ‡ p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed rank test).
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Surface	Roughness
In the acute burn group, no statistically significant difference between substituted 
and reference scars was seen in surface roughness. However, the three roughness 
parameters were lower (better) in substituted scars. In the reconstructive group, 
all three parameters showed lower scores in substituted scars compared with 
conventionally treated areas, of which the mean of the five highest peaks and five 
deepest valleys from the measuring field differed significantly (Table 5).

Figure 6: Subjective evaluation of acute burn scars
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Error bars represent ± 2 SE. Substitute wounds are those wound sites treated with the dermal 
substitute and a split-skin graft (white). Reference wounds are those wound sites treated 
with a split-skin graft alone (control treatment) (black). POSAS, Patient and Observer Scar 
Assessment Scale (* p < 0.02).

Subjective	Evaluation
Subjective scar assessment in the acute burn group showed a statistically significant 
difference in favor of the substituted scars in all items, except for vascularization 
(Figure 6). In the reconstructive group, observer scores for pliability, relief, and the 
general score also showed significantly lower (better) results for substituted scars 
(Figure 7). Patient scores did not show significant differences in both groups (data 
not shown), except for scar relief in the acute group (substitute 3.2; reference 4.0; p 
= 0.034).
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Figure 7: Subjective evaluation of reconstructive burn scars
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Error bars represent ± 2 SE. Substitute wounds are those wound sites treated with the dermal 
substitute and a split-skin graft (white). Reference wounds are those wound sites treated 
with a split-skin graft alone (control treatment) (black). POSAS, Patient and Observer Scar 
Assessment Scale (* p < 0.04).

Substitution	and	Graft	Expansion
In the treatment of acute burn wounds, different mesh expansions were used 
for the split-skin grafts. Small expansions (mesh 1:1.5 and 1:2) were used for 20 
wound pairs, and larger expansions (mesh 1:3 and 1:4) were applied in 15 pairs. A 
separate analysis was performed in this group, as we found interesting differences 
12 months postoperatively. At present, significant results were seen for the 
elasticity parameters pliability, retraction, and viscoelasticity in the small expansion 
group. In these parameters, substituted scars showed lower elasticity scores than 
reference scars. In the group with larger expansions, significant differences for the 
elasticity parameters maximal skin extension, elasticity, and retraction were seen. 
Substituted scars showed higher scores of elasticity than reference scars (Table 6). 
Measurements of vascularization, pigmentation, and surface roughness showed 
no statistically significant differences between substituted and reference scars. 
Nevertheless, in both expansion groups, the majority of the roughness parameters 
were lower (better) in substituted scars (data not shown). The subjective evaluation 
in the small expansion group showed significantly lower (better) scores for relief, 
surface area, and the total score in substituted scars. In the larger expansion group, 
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all items received significantly lower scores in substituted scars, except for the item 
surface area (data not shown).

Table 6: Elasticity in acute burn scars with small and large graft expansions

Elasticity Small expansion Large expansion

parameters Substitute* Reference† p-value Substitute* Reference† p-value

Extension 0.39 0.46 0.073 0.42 0.32   0.008‡

Pliability 0.24 0.31   0.003‡ 0.28 0.24 0.056

Elasticity 0.33 0.36 0.332 0.34 0.26   0.009‡

Retraction 0.21 0.26   0.004‡ 0.24 0.20   0.026‡

Viscoelasticity 0.07 0.11   0.000‡ 0.08 0.07 0.100

* Wound sites treated with the dermal substitute and a split-skin graft; † Wound sites treated 
with a split-skin graft alone (control treatment); ‡ p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Discussion
This study presents the first 12-year follow-up with subjective and objective evaluation 
of dermal substitution. The clinical effectiveness of a collagen-elastin matrix was 
evaluated in 46 patients, 12 years after application. For the first time, an objective 
evaluation tool for surface roughness was used to investigate scar outcome of dermal 
substitutes. At our previous assessment, a smoother surface was seen in substituted 
scars; therefore, we anticipated detecting differences between substituted and 
reference scars14. In addition, this scar aspect is important to measure, because an 
irregular scar surface can be cosmetically disturbing and long-lasting, despite scar 
maturation. In reconstructive scars, the mean of the five highest peaks and five 
deepest valleys from the measuring field was significantly lower in substituted scars, 
which implies a smoother surface of these scars (Table 5). These results support the 
clinical observation, as numerous substituted scars in this study showed a reduced 
visibility of the mesh pattern (Figures 1 and 2). A hypothesis is that the hypertrophy 
that appears in the interstices of the autograft is less when a dermal substitute is 
used. The dermal substitute seems to replace the dermis and bridge the interstices 
of the autograft. This may explain the smoother aspect of the scar. 

In an earlier evaluation of the reconstructive group, elasticity was higher in substituted 
scars compared with reference scars, although no statistically significant difference 
was found (Table 4)14. For this reason, no significant difference in elasticity was 
expected at present. In this follow-up, a comparable difference in elasticity between 
substituted and reference areas was found. Similar to the results at 12 months 
postoperatively, scores were higher in the reconstructive scars treated with the 
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substitute compared with reference scars, with no significant differences. Apparently, 
the presence of the substitute in the early phase of wound healing contributed to a 
higher elasticity, even after 12 years. It has to be taken into consideration that a 
different Cutometer was used in our previous evaluations (i.e. Cutometer 474). Our 
results are in line with other published studies and patient series. An improvement 
of elasticity (evaluated in a subjective manner) was found in scars treated with 
Matriderm or Integra (Integra LifeSciences Corp., Plainsboro, N.J.)9,24-26.

In our previous report on the results at 12 months postoperatively, the effectiveness 
of the dermal substitute seemed to be related to the expansion rate of the overlying 
mesh graft14. Because this was an interesting finding, a separate analysis of the acute 
burn group was repeated to compare the effect of the substitute with small and 
larger mesh expansions. A higher elasticity was anticipated in scars treated with a 
smaller expansion, and the elasticity of the reference scars in both groups seemed to 
confirm this hypothesis. However, elasticity of substituted scars was almost the same 
with both large and small expansions (Table 6). In addition, elasticity of substituted 
scars with a larger expansion graft was higher than that of nonsubstituted scars with 
this expansion. In contrast, in substituted scars treated with small graft expansions, 
elasticity was lower than in reference scars. These findings suggest that dermal 
substitution contributes to a higher elasticity, mainly in combination with a larger 
expansion. To explain the lower elasticity in substituted scars treated with a small 
expansion graft, the following hypothesis is described. The measured elasticity in 
substituted scars with a small expansion may be lower because of the presence of a 
thicker dermis at this particular point in time, up to 12 years after surgery. For normal 
skin, a thicker dermis leads to a lower elasticity as measured by the Cutometer. For 
example, skin elasticity of an arm is lower than skin elasticity of the hand dorsum 
because of a thicker dermis. It must be noted that this hypothesis is contradictory, 
as results of the Cutometer are usually interpreted the opposite way (i.e. a higher 
score of elasticity is a better scar feature). We assume, however, that this is true for 
short follow-up periods up to 1 year after transplantation. In more mature scars, as 
measured in this study, the presence of more dermis may lead to opposite results. 
For now, the clinical relevance of this finding is that dermal substitution is especially 
beneficial in combination with a largely expanded autograft.

Subjective observer scar assessment at 12 months postoperatively, using the 
Vancouver Scar Scale, showed no significant differences between substituted and 
reference scars. At present, the Patient and Observer Scar Assessment Scale was used, 
as this scale has been reported to be more reliable and valid in the assessment of burn 
scars22. Considering our previous results, a large difference between substituted and 
reference scars was not expected. However, subjective assessment in both groups 
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showed significantly lower scores for substituted scars in several scar items (Figures 
6 and 7). Thus, although differences between substituted and reference scars were 
subtle, the appearance of substituted scars was found to be better. However, it 
should be noted that the observers of this study could not be blinded; therefore, a 
bias cannot be excluded. It was remarkable that subjective scores were relatively low 
for all scars. This is probably attributable to prolonged scar maturation, as previously 
suggested in the prior report of this study14. Our subjective results are comparable to 
the results of other clinical studies on the use of dermal substitutes5,9,14,24,25. 

Before discussing the limitations of this follow-up, we will first consider the 
limitations of the original study. At that time, no randomization procedure was used 
for choosing the treatment of the wound pair. The matrix was always applied on the 
right, superior, or medial side of the wound. In addition, this procedure made a blind 
study design during scar evaluation impossible. Furthermore, in patients with one 
wound only, two different therapies were used within the same wound. It is possible 
that treatments affected each other. In this follow-up, a few limitations arose as well. 
First, some study areas were difficult to trace after 12 years. Because of improvement 
of these study areas, distinguishing the substituted scar from the reference scar 
or even the surrounding skin or scar was complicated, especially when repeated 
corrective procedures were applied in that area. Original study areas that could not 
be retraced or measured were excluded from the follow-up. A second limitation of 
this follow-up was the subjective evaluation of patients. It was difficult for patients 
with a high percentage total body surface area burned to give their opinion on a 
relatively small scar. Nevertheless, the total patient score of substituted scars was 
lower compared with the total score of reference scars (substitute, 20.1; reference, 
21.6; p = 0.139). Despite these limitations, 69 scar pairs were suitable for long-term 
evaluation.

Conclusion
This article presents the first study that objectifies scar outcome after 12 years 
with the use of a collagen-elastin matrix in acute and reconstructive burn surgery. 
Even after this long period, we found improved scar parameters in both acute and 
reconstructive substituted wounds. As scar surface roughness was objectified, 
we found that substituted areas were significantly smoother than areas treated 
with a split-skin graft only. Another important finding was the increased elasticity 
in substituted scars treated with a largely expanded autograft. The results of this 
follow-up indicate a long-lasting effect of dermal substitution on scar quality. Further 
research - in particular, randomized controlled trials - is needed to obtain more data 
on the effectiveness of dermal substitutes.
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